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Abstract—Data services provided by libraries have grown and changed over time. This paper will explore the evolving services, priorities, and capacities of data librarians at one ARL library in relation to evolving demands by university stakeholders. The paper will also consider the many skill sets required in recent data librarian position descriptions, and will seek to clarify the most crucial skills necessary to fulfilling the research data needs of the earth sciences community.

Introduction

University of Michigan Librarians have provided services related to Geographic Information System (GIS) in some fashion or other for over twenty years. Early on, a group of librarians developed relationships with the geographer community and social science researchers due to their work within the library’s robust maps collection and ties to the local Inter-University Consortium for Political and Social Research (ICPSR). More recently, demand for GIS support has become more prevalent among diverse disciplinary communities. To address increasing demand, new roles have been formally developed over time for Spatial and Numeric Data (SAND) librarians. These SAND librarians are often referred to as “functional experts” for the deep and specific expertise they offer related to spatial and numeric data. Because they have been a distinct service point for select data services through many years, I refer to them as “old school” data librarians.

Very recently, traditional subject librarians at the same institution have modified their research consultation services on a system-wide level to offer new modes of support for scholars using or creating research data. These new services are intended to support research at every phase of the research data lifecycle, from data management planning to curation and preservation.

In an effort to develop new research data services complementary to established spatial and numeric data services, and to better understand the specialized expertise held by SAND librarians, I conducted hour-long interviews with multiple librarians connected to spatial and numeric data service offerings. I asked questions designed to help me elicit details regarding their distinct areas of expertise and how they were first articulated and championed. I also invited these colleagues to discuss potential areas for growth and barriers to maximizing the value of their expertise related to spatial and numeric data. Through this paper, I will describe their responses, from their understanding of the early impetus for traditional data librarian services to their speculation on the future of our library’s old school data librarian services.

Historical Data Librarian Services

In the early 1990s, the geographer community served by the library was increasingly interested in using GIS tools thanks to development and dissemination of digital spatial data. GIS and spatial data initiatives were developing, and the library, as a recognized data provider, collaborated. Librarians started supporting ESRI/Census classes, provided access to GIS software and associated training, and facilitated access to data for users. As time went on, more demand for data services grew. GIS assistance was articulated by scholars interested in population studies, health sciences, climatology/meteorology, and remote sensing of natural sciences data. The library responded to growing demand by developing new data librarian positions. The specialized expertise necessary to meet emerging demands began with a half-time librarian position. Over time, as the utility for spatial data became more apparent to the scholarly community, more SAND capacity was added through the development of new librarian positions.
Now, in 2015, the service has grown to employ two full time SAND librarians along with one visualization librarian. Librarians also developed two SAND labs in close proximity to map and architecture collections to provide specialized support to communities engaged with early use of GIS tools.

The development of specific SAND services focused on user needs not met by existing campus services. For instance, statistical analysis services were already available through the University of Michigan’s Consulting for Statistics, Computing, and Analytics Research (CSCAR) and so were not replicated within the library. Early on, SAND librarians provided critical assistance with statistical code. Activities included assistance with finding variables, finding and re-purposing code, and reading manuals when users were stuck. Demand for spatial and census data was high, and services skewing toward social sciences researchers were emphasized.

The type of assistance offered by U-M SAND librarians has always involved some negotiation. Even today activities are fluid, varied, and often iterative. The intention and capacity of SAND services do not allow a production shop environment. SAND librarians regularly help people: articulate their data need, acquire data, construct datasets, clean or reduce noise so that data can be used for a distinct purpose, apply methodology, and interpret data. They also offer help with statistics syntax, statistical metrics, data formats, and map making when needed. They provide expertise with common tools including STATA, SPSS, SASS, and R, and provide assistance with tool selection and training. Finally, SAND librarians have long taken responsibility for maintaining knowledge of the location of publicly available data.

In addition to the services described previously, SAND librarians are contributing to the development of an Open Access portal which provides metadata and points to publicly available geospatial resources. At a later phase the portal may also provide metadata and access to licensed archive data at the library.

**Emerging Opportunities for Education and Service Development**

Over the last ten years, the landscape for spatial and numeric data services has changed dramatically. Geospatial computing possibilities have changed thanks to technological advances (especially mobile computing). More data is available and more users know how to find it. Campus data users know how to use software more and more often. Research is beginning to scale larger with high performance computing and more complex uses of data are emerging. And new platforms for instructional delivery offer ways to think about better education for future generations of SAND service users.

New developments in geospatial computing consumer services, while welcome, can unintentionally lead inexperienced researchers to believe that they can use the tools and data sets easily and without training. The library can have a role in deliberately defining services and providing education to counter this assumption. Services and instruction can be designed to provide people with chances to realize that the data they have selected doesn’t always tell them what they think it is telling them. Our functional specialists have the expertise to highlight differences between using geospatial data and using it well.

The library also has an opportunity to provide new educational content to help scholars develop laboratory skills such as use of version control systems essential for research computing. Many of these skills can be delivered through software carpentry and data carpentry workshops. Software carpentry workshops introduce attendees to software used in laboratory research. Data carpentry workshops provide researchers with domain-specific data skills relevant to analysis and management of research data. This type of expertise is in high demand throughout campus, with many graduate students on research teams specifically sought by departmental research teams for their ability to teach about tools and methods used in their labs. With increased staffing, the library could develop dedicated staff positions to participate with campus partners in the delivery of training for software and data carpentry workshops.

Data visualization can help all kinds of scholars communicate their findings and advance understanding, and can be especially useful in making sense of big data. Data visualization services are already offered at the U-M Library and a new visualization
The librarian position has been formalized. Growing demand is anticipated. SAND librarians have identified a need for education and consultation around the ethics of data re-use. These experts are well poised to raise awareness of spurious correlations and the inadequacies of many statistical models for emerging research. There may be opportunity to mitigate the reproducibility problems of research through discussion, education, and advocacy for new models of publication and scientific experimentation. There is also ripe opportunity to enhance information literacy for future generations by highlighting examples of research and providing ethical guidance.

There has long been a desire among campus librarians for a campus data repository and library-supported data curation. At long last, the library is close to rolling out such a service. Depending on the eventual functionality of this emergent repository, new datasets produced by campus scholars will be described and made available for re-use. Data librarians and their disciplinary expert colleagues will have new opportunities to assist one another in order to support more collaborative research trending on campus.

**Perennial Needs**

In order to provide services that remain relevant to users, continuous investment in staff training and resources is essential. Librarians need to purchase, negotiate access to, point to, and host data. Time and skill is also required to manage servers and generally figure out the best ways to provide data and data services. Ongoing investment in infrastructure, too, is necessary to start providing appropriate access to sensitive data and to enable appropriate stewardship of research data. Our library has historically avoided dealing with sensitive data due to lack of infrastructure. All expertise benefits from regular upkeep. Since no expert can be equally good at all things, data librarians need capacity for building expertise. Thoughtful job posting design and avoidance of “kitchen sink” position descriptions will enable functional experts to cultivate deep skill and value for the research community served.

Finally, a down-to-earth mindset about the limitations of data can also bolster the relevance of data librarian services. There can exist a disconnect between the talents of data librarians drawn to complex inquiry and the wishes of some data consumers for quick, clean answers. For this reason, the library must identify and challenge unrealistic demands on the utility of research data and research data services.
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